
A distinctive

life...

deserves a

distinctive

memorial.

320 S.E. Maple Avenue - P.O. Box 40
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YOU
MATTERED
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Treasured Memories
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Some 

memories are 

so warm and 

powerful they 

are etched in 

our hearts.

We can 

etch those 

memories on 

a beautiful 

memorial 

forever.

How each of us deal with the loss of a loved one is very unique and personal.

With the passing of time, you have the option to make a simple, conscious decision to move on
from your pain. When and how that occurs has to be at your own pace.

You can grow and heal by embracing the concept of truly honoring the memory and life of 
your loved one. You can choose to live their greatest gifts and lessons in your own life.

So take a moment to refl ect on your loved one’s gifts, lessons and story. 
Everyone’s life is worth celebrating and never forgetting.

You can grow and heal by embracing the concept of truly honoring the memory and life of 
your loved one. You can choose to live their greatest gifts and lessons in your own life.

So take a moment to refl ect on your loved one’s gifts, lessons and story. 
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Hand-crafted with Care
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Included With 
Every Memorial:

Precision Graphic Designs

Shape Carved Designs

Double Process Designs

Wedding Dates

Verses

Children’s Names

Delivery and Installation

Free Layout

Written Guarantee

Personalizing a memorial is only limited to the imagination.

Our team of caring designers and gifted artisans can turn your ideas 
into a work of art. With knowledge, skill, technology and care, our 
manufacturing team will create a hand-crafted memorial that we 
know you will be proud of!

Our quality control is simple. We will never make any memorial 
that we would not accept for our own family.

Precision Graphic Designs

Shape Carved Designs

Double Process Designs

Delivery and Installation

Personalizing a memorial is only limited to the imagination.

Precision Graphic Designs

Double Process Designs

Delivery and Installation

Personalizing a memorial is only limited to the imagination.
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Upright Companion

4 Memorial Finish, Color, Size and Shape can be mixed and matched according to your wishes.

A person’s 

treasured 

memories, 

celebrated 

moments and 

passion for life 

can personalize 

their memorial.

Upright Companion

A person’s 

memories, 

celebrated 

moments and 

passion for life 

can personalize 

their memorial.
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Over time, 

special moments 

in life 

silently turn 

to gold.
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Over time, 

special moments 

in life 

silently turn 

to gold.

special moments 

in life 

silently turn 

to gold.
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6 Granite is a natural product and colors may vary.

Remember and 
refl ect on the 

important aspects 
of life:

Faith and Belief

Events and Occasions

Work

Accomplishments

Character and Traits

Family Heritage

Social and Civic
Contributions

Interests and Hobbies

Upright Companion

Remember and 
refl ect on the 

important aspects 

Faith and Belief

Events and Occasions

Accomplishments

Character and Traits

Family Heritage

Social and Civic
Contributions

Interests and Hobbies

Upright Companion
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Honor

Courage

Freedom

Service

Integrity
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Courage

Freedom

Service

Integrity
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Upright Individual

8 Memorial Finish, Color, Size and Shape can be mixed and matched according to your wishes.

Through faith...

it is morning on 

the other side...

and all is light 

and joy.
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In the end, 

nothing matters 

more to us than 

our memories.
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nothing matters 

more to us than 

our memories.
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Slant Memorials

10 Granite is a natural product and colors may vary.

Our family 

heritage tells the 

story of 

our history 

and where we 

came from.
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Slant Memorials
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Kindness and 

service to 

others is always 

remembered.
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Kindness and 

service to 

others is always 

remembered.
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FRONT NOSE SLANT
“SIDE VIEW”

335

FULL FACE SLANT
“SIDE VIEW”
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Lawn Level Markers
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85H

83C

The designs illustrated can also be used on above ground pillow memorials.

Our interests 

and hobbies 

provide passion  

and excitement 

in our lives.

provide passion  

and excitement 
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LAWN LEVEL STYLE

PILLOW STYLE



Most interests 

and hobbies can 

be expressed 

creatively through 

symbols and 

designs.
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84A

Most interests 

and hobbies can 

creatively through 
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Granite Benches
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When 

everything 

is moving 

fast, and 

everything 

is changing, 

it is more 

important than 

ever to have 

something 

permanent.

Granite BenchesGranite Benches
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Scattered Ashes...

there is 

nothing to 

come back to.

A distinctive 

life deserves 

a distinctive 

memorial.
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Cremation Memorials

life deserves 
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Popular Granite Colors
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You can 

express the 

most treasured 

and memorable 

moments on 

the memorial.

Lake Superior Green

Mesabi Black

Tranquility

Jet Black

Blue Pearl

St. Cloud Gray

Colonial Rose Carnelian

Georgia Gray

Morning Rose

Harvest Brown

Coral Blue

Taj Aurora

Sentinal Red

Gold Star

Granite is a natural product and colors may vary.



A personal 

and creative 

way to express 

life’s treasured 

memories and 

moments with 

a permanent 

granite keepsake.
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Refl ection Stones
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High

defi nition

laser

technology

is the fusion

of photos,

art and 

stone.

High Defi nition LaserHigh Defi nition Laser

Capturing Your Treasured 
Memories With High Clarity

Imagine capturing your loved one’s 
story, gifts and memories with greater 
clarity and creativity. HDL technology 
allows you to greatly expand your 
creative expression in the form of 
photographic scenes, graphic design 
and personal photos. The permanency 
of granite will provide the creative 
canvas to remember their legacy with 
high defi nition.

Favorite Place Favorite Photo Favorite Story
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We have 

thousands of 

beautiful and 

artistic designs 

available. 

We can help 

carve your 

special memories 

in stone.
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Types of Carvings

Traditional Double Process
Available for all types of memorials and 
granite colors

Precision Graphic Carving
Available on medium to dark colored 
granites and upright memorials

Photographic Dot Process
Available on Jet Black granite 
and upright memorials

Deluxe Shape Carving
Available on all types of 
memorials, granite colors and 
selective fl oral designs



HONORLOVE
M E M O R I E S
FAITHFAMILY
D E V O T I O N
FRIENDSHIP
A F F E C T I O N
ADORATION
H E R I T A G E

customstonecreationswilmot.com

800-630-1788

13193 468th Ave Wilmot,
SD 57279




